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ABSTRACT those persons residing near existing nuclear
facilities accept the production of electricity

To ensure that the design and operation of from nuclear power more readily than the
both nuclear and non-nuclear hazardous general public. The primary reasons for this
facilities is acceptable, and meets ali societal respons_ are hypothesized to result from
sat_ty expectations, a rigorous deterministic individual and group experiential feedback
and probabilistic as,_ssment is necessmT. An which leads to a perception that:
approach is introduced, founded on the concept
of an "Integrated Safety Assessment". It 1) Accidents really are very unlikely
merges the commonly performed safety and 2) Operation of the facility does not have
risk analyses and uses them in concert to a major negative impact on the community, a
provide decision makers with the n_ situation commonly reinforced by the utility
depth of understandiv g to achieve "adequacy". through their attempts to educate the public

3) Local communities rely heavily on the
INTRODUCTION utility and its facility for economic support

Resolution of the question of adequate There is also some evidence to indicate
safety for a specific facility inevitably leads to that the local populace nmy have an altruistic
questions of how to define acceptable limits, view of their living ,.car the nuclear plant.
Safety is not absolute, but is represented by a
l,._velof risk which is deemed a_eptable. The Within this example we see several
subjectivity of the threshold of acceptance is possible influences which ultimately have an
typically afunctionofseveralsituation-specific effect on the level of safety perceived
variables. Perceived benefits which accrue a_,_eptable by differing segments of the general
from the, processes within the facility, or the population, although the direct economic
products resulting from its operation have benefit is most likely the driving factor..The
typically been among the most important, other factors tend more toward the role of

justification for acceptance, particularly when
The following example* typifies the perceived quite differently by others.

subjectivity of thresholds for safety: An
attempt to locate a nuclear power plant in a How does risk differ from safety? Risk
particular community tends to elicit a strong is a quantified estimate of the expected
"instinctive _ negative response from the damages or consequences which a specific

i1 _neral populace. However, evidence shows target (people, property or the environment)
" Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Idaho Operations Office, under DOE

Contract No. DE-AC07.76ID01570. m_ _ _-_ _
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will incur from a failure tocontain aparticular proposed limits represent acceptable
hazard. Since risk is a function of the random incremental risk levels of no more thm_ one
nature of natural and physical occurrences tenth of one percent of the ambient individual
surrounding tile target and the h_ard, it is risk level, the public has an intolerance for
ever-present and will only change when accidents involving nuclear materials. This
situational variables change. Prc-babilistic leads to the realization that the first member
estimation of risk has an objective character of the list may be extremely important. In
which contrasts starkly with the subjective fact, for relatively benign processes, or those
nature of adequate safety. Conditions which which have a small inventory of radio-isotopic
lead to high risk levels are accepted as _safe" materials, accident frequency may become one
when the benefit is sufficiently high. It is for of the most important. Allied with the concept
the reasons embodied in the above that of limits on accident frequency in which there
opposing views associated with the safety of is little or no potential for release, there is a
the siting and operation of (hazardous) feeling that steps must be taken tc ensure the
industrial facilities 'is often fraught with avoidance of severe accidents. This leads to a
inability to compromise. Each party to the general feeling that the hazard must have
discussion may have such divergent views on some inherent level of containment or
the resulting benefits, that agreement on confinement and thai theirs must be a limit on
acceptable le-eels of safety may be. impossible, how likely a release may be, even if it is

unlikely to lead to health or environmental
What is the significance of the above effects of consequence. These consideratiom_

when we talk of nuclear facility safety lead to the four possible approaches to
assessment? A safety assessment must establishing safety goals, and any organization
demonstrate, or provide assurance to the public which is involved in the assurance of adequate
and facility staff that ali the processes safety should consider them in defining their
involving the manufacture or manipulation of own safety policy.
hazardous materials are "adequately safe". If
there is no ebsolute threshold of acceptance, Generally, the manageme,_t limits
what is a regulator or regulated to do? Clearly which have been suggested for these goals,
an important first step is in the adoption of a reflect the perception that if the operation
sai_*y policy in which levels of acceptability are involving hazardous materials does not present
defined. To date no definitive "safety goals" a statisticall._ significant incremental risk to
have been adopted by our national regulatory society or the environment, that the public will
bodies, but severat independent measures accept them. Since limits have not yet been
based on calculated risk have been suggested: _ unequivocally accepted to date, we assume that

numerical limits can be prescribed in each of
• maximum occurrence frequency for the four areas and that in,iv;dual facility

accidents owner/operators will establish their own safety
• minimum hazard confinement policy. On this basis the paper will look at the

performance process by which safety and risk assessments
• maximum occurrence frequency for an can be used to ensure operation within the

uncontrolled relea._ of hazard prescribed lim::Lts. Presumably the limits
, maximum allowable societal health selected will approximate those suggested for

effects future regulat,:_y and societal goals.

Each of the above measures represents INTEGRATED SAFETY ASSESSMENT
a different aspect of the concern that the public
has for their protection from the hazards The process proposed for the
embodied in industrial processes. These performance ofan integrated safety _ment
measures may not be consistent, one to the to assure adequate safety for a specific facility
other, because there are differing public is illustrated in Figure 1. This process
concerns. From a pure risk-based perspective, identifies four individual elements which must
the fourth member of the list should be be addressed to complete the process.
controlling. However, even though the
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].. The equipment and procedures in the impol_ant accident conditions and scenarios.
facility must be _ of performing This verification will use thermal hydraulic
their assigned mission, i.e., preventing analyses and simulations, functional testing of
the release of radio-isotopes in the hardware, personnel certification,
presence of ali credible threats to the walkthroughs and simulations to ensure that
boundaries which contain or confine the capability exists under the expected
them. conditions. For example, verification that a

pump produces sufficient head and capacity to
2. The same equipment must be available keep a reactor flooded under accident

at the time of the threat and provide conditions will be made with design reviews,
assurance that the probability of a thermal.hydraulic simulations and functional
_esulting confinement or containment performance tests. The entire bounding
failure is acceptably low. scenario in which the hardware is called upon

to perform, becomes one of tile design basis
3. Ali possible sequences of events mt_t accidents for the design envelope. Analytical

be considered and barriers maintained verification of the capability of ali elements
or set in place to ensure the mitigation called upon to respond in the bounding
or prevention of consequences for ali scenario is performed. Frequently, engineering
important scenarios, safety factors are used to provide additional

performance margin which accommodates
4. A process must be initiated to maintain potential uncertainties in hardware

the validity of all assumptions made performance and operating conditions and
' during the capability and risk or ensures that the equipment will perform its

reliability assessment, for ali phases of desired function under the anticipated worst
facility operation, case conditions. This margin may be measured

but not credited in the capability verificationi

The dependency between assessments and assessment.
of "adequate safety" with quantitative
measures implies the need for both Performance Assessment
probabilistic and deterministic measures of
facility performance. It will be shown how a Risk or reliability assessment differs
combination of capability assessment and risk from the capability assesament in that it
assessment can provide this requisite presumes capability and addre._es only the
infbrmation, answer to the question, "what is the probability

that hardware will achieve requisite levels of
First, the terms Performance capability when needed". In other words, how

Assessment (PA) and Capability Assessment likely is it that the facility hardware and staff
(CA) must be defined to bring clarity to the will perform their intended functions to

process of the Integrated Safety Assessment prevent or mitigate a release of the hazardand prevent confusion even if these terms seem when called upon. For example, estimation of
- to have different connotations than those the likelihood that a pump will start and

i commonly associated with them. provide sufficient head and capacity to keep a

reactor flooded under accident conditions. The

Capability Assessment Risk Assessment combines hazards analysis,
initiating event identification and hardware

"Capability Assessment", within the failure information to produ_ logical
context of this paper, represents the process descriptions of the possible accident scenarios
usual to verify that the facility is capable of and their individual frequencies. From this
responding to all identified credible or process emerg_ the risk profile for the facility.

| important threats (initiating events) without This risk profile can be used to ensure that the
| resulting in a loss of hazard confinement. In design basis includes ali scenarios which are

I other word_, verifying that the design of the either expected during operation or are

facility is capable of preventing or mitigating important to risk.
the source term release for all e_ed or
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A Performance Assessment (PA) and a criteria. A risk analysis, however, provides

Capability Assessment (CA) are inevitably estimates of the expected future performance
interdependent since the success criteria are levels, particularly in response to those events
established from the hardware capability tests which can initiate a _:equence of events Which
and analyses, and the scenarios defining the could lead to an accident or an inadvertent
design basis envelope either originate within, release of hazardous nmterials.
or are confirmed by the risk/reliability
assessment. An Integrated Safety Assessment In existing nuclear facilities, the
reflects the combination (or integration) of judgment of functional adequacy is
these two analyses and coordinates the programmatically addressed by the
iteration and data transfer between them. performance of thermal-hydraulic analyses,

During the performance of these analyses and simulations and functional testing. The
assessments, the boundary conditions are program, the assumptions and its results and
reflected by a set of assumptions. To ensure conclusions are described in the safety analysis
the validi"y of these assumptions during the report (SAR). The corresponding information
operation of the facility, steps must be taken to upon which safety or "risk acceptance" is
administratively control them. These controls judged is documez,ed in the PRA report.
which ensure that the plant or facility never
moves outside the assumed operating envelope From the foregoing it is poesible to

comprise the basis for Technical Specifications, quickly understand the relative and
Operating Procedures, and Training Program. complementary roles played by conventio,,ml
Only by integrating probabilistic and safety analyses and risk analyses, but also
deterministic analyses can the risk status of recognize that the validity of the predictions of
the facility be defined and compared to expected [:_trdware behavior during facility
established limits, operation is conditional upon the actual

conditions bei'z_gcomparable to those assumed

VALIDITY OF BASELINE CONDITIONS in the analyses. To maintain the validity of
the assumptions lt is necessary to constrain the

Many assumptions are embedded operating boundary of the facility in a way
within the analytical processes used during the which ensures that the assumptions made
Capability and Performance Assessments. during the "capability" and "performance"
Typically these assumptions relate to the assessments are always valid. For example, if
behavior, functionality and performance of the the safety analysis assumed that an emergency
process hardware under operational conditions cooling system had a particular inventory,
and can be reduced to two general concerns, plant operations would be constrained to
Namely, that under the environmental and ensure that if the inventory drops below the
process conditions assumed for the analysis: assumed level, action would be taken to correct

the situation or shut-down the process.

• The hardware is capable of succ_qsful Similarly, if the safety analysis assumed
operation when flJnctionally required, actuation of protective actions (trips) upon
i.e., is functionally capable of sensing some parametric value, plant operation
withstanding any anticipated threat would be constrained (shut-down) if either the
which could lead to loss of confinement measuring instrumentation was unavailable or
of the hazard, the parameter was exceeded without the

• The likelihood of successful hardware occurre.nce of the corresponding protective

functional response on demand is actions.
acceptable, i.e., the expected accident
frequency and severi_:," are acceptable. In the risk m_alysis, assumptions are

made about the probability that back-up or

The safety analysis is the mechanism stand-by hardware will be available when
which is used to verify that the facility needed, the frequency with which initiating
hardware will be capable of performance and events are expected, and the extent to which
provides confirmation that the hardware design hardware redundancy exists. This means that
is adequate and meets the required functional during operation, if the unavailability of
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hardware due to maintenance (for example) is The analysis, in order to accurately
much higher than assumed, the results of the predict important facility specific risk
risk a_mlysisare brought into question, contributors and characteristics, should

address the tbllowing areas:
FACILITY DESIGN BASIS DEFINITION

• Identification, quantification, and
The hardware configuration which selection of internal and external

forms the basis of the "adequacy" evaluation events which can initiate accident
becomes the design basis for the facility. To sequences
ensure adequate levels of safety throughout the • Identification and prioritization of
life of the facility, the design basis must be accident sequences whose influence
maintained to levels offunctionalperformance dominates the risk profile for the
which are equivalent to those assumed in the facility
analyses. • Quantification of the expected

frequencies for important accident
What does this mean? All hardware sequence likelihoods and provide an

which must functionally respond in the expression of the uncertainty in _he_
mi;,igation or control of risk significant events estimates
becomes part of the facility design basis, and is • Fidelity to actual facility specific
subject to the administrative controls which performance by the realistic treatmCmt
maintain its "safety related" character for the of equipment interdependencies:
remainder of facility life. The question is hardware and human performance, and
always raised as to how well facility behavior appropriate recognition of the potential
can be understood and predicted, and whether for common.cause and common-m(xte
a risk assessment should be the sole failures

determinant for the definition of its design • Iden'_ification and realistic appraisalof
' basis, the potential for accident recovery

actions

To accommodate potential uncertainties * Justification and prioritization of cost
in the mmlysis, the design basis is expanded to effective preventive measures and
include ali hardware which is required to equipment upgrades
respond functionally to any event which could
reasonably be expected to occur during the The risk analysis addresses each of
facility's operational lifetime. This means that these issues within the context of the actual
a scenario search would follow development of e g_cted facility accident c_nditions and
the PRA, and the hardware in each scenario rr.presents them in the form of a fully-
which meets the criteria would also become in,'egrated logic model which can be
part of the design basis. The confirmation and quantitatively solved.
documentation that the design basis is
functionally capable are contained in the safety FEATURES OF THE SAFETY ANALYSIS
analysis report.

The safety analysis, in order to meet
In conclusion, the design basis for the the goal of accurately defining fhcility

facility will be defined from the scenarios capability needs toaddressthe following areas:
which identify ali the hardware which must
respond to ali upset initiating conditions * Ali antic_ipated barrier threats which
_arrier threats) which could reasonably be can lead to loss of hazard confinement,
expected during the life of the facility. The and the functional requirements for the
design basis hardware must also respond in hardware which must respond to
scenarios which lead to events with extremely nmintain their integrity
large consequences (severe accident analysis). ° Process parameter values or thresholds

which trigger the actuation of
FEATURES OF THE RISK ANALYSIS protective hardware
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• Margins of safety in the protective maintenance activities ensure acceptable levels
action thresholds to accommodate of hardware availability and reliability.
uncertainties which result from

measurement errors, limited dynamic There are two kinds of constraints,
response of plant measuring devices, those associated with the functional system
and uncertainty in the analytical capability under the assumed boundary
predictions of facility behavior conditions and those which affect their

• Inclusion of rare, but severe, risk reliability or availability. The ISA concept
significant threats and conditions in proposes two categories of Technical
the facility design envelope to reduce Specifications:
the facility vulnerability to severe
accidents,, • Those which relateto operational

• Consideration ofthe safety contribution limits and functional system capability.
of structures, systems, components and For example:
administrative practices by recognizing - operability and functional
the importance of minimizing the testing requirements
frequency of events which initiate - facility protective equipment
accident sequences actuation points (set points)

• Recognition of the role which a - minimum inventories
comprehensive and formal quality - equipment response time
assurance program can play in ,_equirements
maintaining the functional capability of , Those which relate to system reliability
facility hardware during its operational and availability
life For example:

- minimum operating
OPER_TIONAL CONCERNS configurations

- surveillance inspection and
Embedded in the safety assessment are testing requirements

assumptions which are important to the - cumulative allowed outage
as._urance of the physical and functional times
capability of each piece of "_afety related"
hardware. These assumptions implicitly APPLICATIONS
become part of the design basis, and their
documentation .an integral part of the safety When an Integrated Safety _Assessment
analysis report. Similarly, and of equal is completed for a facility, in addition to be
importance, are the assumptions of hardware able to show that the facility meets ali safety
reliability, maintainability and functional objectives, the process provides a set of
availability which are embedded in the risk decision-making aids. The ISA models can be
analysis part of the safety assessment, used by facility management to justify and

prioritize facility modifications and allow the
To maintain the validity of' the use of cost-trade-off studies to optimize

assumptions made during the safety and risk expenditures. Accident management training
analyse_ throughout the facility's life, the and hardware implementation schemes can be
allowable operational envelope is defined by developed from the assessments, and since the
the Operational Safety Requirements (OSR)or foundation of the analyses is integral to the
Technical Specifications (T/S); documents facility design basis, maintaining an updated
which define the minimum set of acceptable or current design basis becomes a routine
operating states and conditions. The activity.
requirements which are typical of T/S's, ensure
that critic.al plant operating parameters are Compliance with regulations which
never exceeded, basic plant configuration control facility design and operation will
always provides a minimum set of functional remain as prime facility requirements,
suc,_ paths, and that testing, inspection and However, it is expected that completion of a

comprehensive safety assessment and

....



implementation of the requisite controls to ensure that day-to-day operations are
maintain its validity will mean that ali conducted in a way which ensures optimum
regulatory issues and requirements will also be facility safety.
satisfied. In the event that regulatory
requirementsare not completely satisfied, the COORDINATION OF EFFORTS
additional requirements will be implemented,
even though they may be non-optimal, The The process of building an ISA,
structure of the analysis could, however, especially during the desi_'._ phase, is by its
provide both regulators and regulated the very nature an iterative process. Feedback
opportunity to evaluate regulatory between the design p_, the testing and
requirements and institute change if desirable, modeling process, the safety analysis, and the
To ensure that the completed ISA will actually risk modeling area will be continuous. At
be capable oi' meeting the needs of an in-plant discrete intervals, a baseline may need to be
decision maker it is essential that the established in order for ali parties to settle on
applications for the ISA be clearly delineated a common knowledge level. At many facilities,

i at the time that the analytical requirements t'._e different disciplines are not in the same
i and methods selection 3are performed. Typical organization and facilitation of communication
: uses for the ISA derived quantitative decision between the disciplines can be the most

making aid are prcvided below.: important function created to optimize the ISA.
For these masons, a focal point should be

• Verification that ali operational created to provide integration functions on a
decisions are constrained by the global scale. The focal point should be a
defined operational envelope, and that person or group which has the authority and
any planned excursions only occur responsibility toimplementdecisionswhichcan
when confirmed to be within the range impact scope, man-power, priorities, and policy.
of acceptance when compared with The focal point also ._rves to alleviate
defined, safety criteria or policy difficulties and facilitate the resolution of
require ments difficulties commonly encountered while

• Justifica'Aon and prioritization of balancing concerns +'or schedule and mission,
facil_ity enhancement projects especially on an inter-organizational scale.
(integrated living schedule)

• Optimization of the facility technical A comprehensive safety policy which is
speci fications and test and unambiguously defined and agreed upon by all
maintenance scheduling to maximize parties to the ISA, including regulatory bodies
p_ant safety and availability forms the basis for conducting the assessment.

• Assessment of the risk significance of The ultimate task of the focal point is to
operational events to provide guidance implement this policy.
in developing an appropriate measured

= response or corrective action CONCLUSIONS
• Evaluation and improvement of

emergency procedures and offsite The +mafetyassessment process requires
response plans, and providing thefocus the evaluation of two different aspects of
for the training of operators, hardware performance; its minimum functional
maintenance and surveillance capability, and its reliability and availability
personnel under both normal and accident conditions.

• Determination of the importance of The analytical assumptions and boundary
= plant equipment to ensure requisite conditions must be well documented since the

levels oi' quality assurance, and to results of the analysis provide a foundation for
urovide the framework for ris_ based the hardware demgn basis. The assumptions
in-_rvice inspection and testing made during the safety as.m_ssment must be
programs maintained during the facility operational

phase to ensure that the validity of the safety
The ultimate goal of _he ISA is to adequacy _ment is maintained. Lastly,

: provide the owner/operator with the tools to for the safety of a facility to be judged

I
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adequate, a safety policy which defines
numerical goals or criteria must be established.
These goals can be "Risk" measures or

surrogates which meet societal objectives and
are recognized and accepted by the decision
makers who regulate to protect the public
interest.

Regulations cannot be suborned by the
s;ffety assessment process, but its format and
content make it an ideal tool for evaluation of
the need for regulatory changes.
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